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Message from our leadership
Build an industry, not just a satellite

1. How SANSA can boost local beneﬁciation
We need more export success stories like Xinabox

2. How SANSA can help build export-ready sectors
Be that first customer

3. How SANSA can support SMMEs and new entrants
“When I grow up, I want to be a space techie”

4. How SANSA and ZASPACE can encourage industry transformation
Open a spaceport to tickle investors

5. How SANSA can help increase private sector funding
Put public cash in private starbursts

6. How SANSA can enable public-private IP partnerships
Housing, medicine and internet for Mars ... and Africa

7. How SANSA can lead the pan-African space agenda

How ZASPACE will support SANSA

The purpose
of this document
SANSA’s Space Infrastructure Hub (SIH) has secured R4.47 billion in funding as part of the South
African government’s plan to boost economic growth through infrastructure development. The
SIH is recognised as a strategic infrastructure project and noted as SIP-22.
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The SIH is a vehicle for SANSA to use the new funding to develop satellites for Earth
observation and various space missions, build a new ground station, develop an expanded data
segment and build a new data visualisation centre, activate the satellite based augmentation
system over southern Africa, and develop human capital.
To achieve the above, SANSA is relying on its industry body partner, ZASPACE, to engage with
and mobilise the local space industry regarding SIH projects and collaborations.
This document records the outcomes of our industry engagement - we’ve compiled the views
of people in the industry as to how the SIH can address these seven pressing issues within the
South African space sector:

Introduction

Background
The growth of the South African space sector is not in line with other countries, partly because
of limited support by the government through SANSA and other public institutions.
This is true for upstream businesses like component manufacturers and builders of space
machinery, but it especially affects the downstream sectors that use space assets, like remoting
sensing and navigation.
This has resulted in five key challenges:
The industry’s

Local beneﬁciation is
limited because
we rely on

SUSTAINABILITY

INTERNATIONAL
VENDORS

FINANCIAL

is precarious

1 Local beneficiation
2 Building export-ready sectors

There is not enough

Too few new

ACCESS

Transformation
in the industry is

BUSINESSES

to local, AFRICAN
and global markets

TOO SLOW

are entering the
market

The partnership between ZASPACE and SANSA to address these challenges through the
SIH should be guided by these principles:

4 Industry transformation

1. Industry should take the lead in formulating and presenting structured points-			
of-view and recommendations to SANSA, to inform the three-year plans for 				
the SIH (this is facilitated by ZASPACE, which will also monitor the execution 			
of recommendations)

5 Private sector funding

2. “Co-Create, Collaborate, Grow” - the SIH must co-create, collaborate with, and grow
the space sector

6 Public-private IP partnerships

3. SANSA and ZASPACE must align their efforts with that of the Presidential 				
Commission on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)

3 Supporting SMMEs and new entrants

7 The pan-african space agenda
The views of industry communicated in this document are for SANSA’s consideration. 				
ZASPACE commits to further engage and work with SANSA to co-create the way forward.

4. SANSA and ZASPACE must incorporate the end-users of space assets where possible
5. SANSA and ZASPACE must incorporate the views of, and benefits to, other African 		
countries and organisations

The industry consultation process
ZASPACE invited industry leaders and stakeholders to openly discuss potential solutions to the above challenges in seven overlapping but distinct streams:
Stream 1

Stream 2

Stream 3

Stream 4
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Chaired by Victor Stephanopoli
(MzanziSat), this stream covered local
beneficiation and how the SIH could
help grow various sector participants
and boost local participation.
1

Stream 5

Chaired by James Barrington-Brown
(NewSpace Systems), this stream
discussed how to make South African
space sectors export-ready using the
SIH to nurture current export-ready
sectors and those showing potential. 2

Stream 6

Chaired by Judi Sandrock (Xinabox), this
stream focussed on how the SIH can
support existing SMMEs and encourage
and foster growth of new entrants.
3

Chaired by Mothibi Ramusi (National
Lotteries Commission), this stream
looked at how the SIH could boost
transformation in the industry - a key
imperative for ZASPACE.

4

Stream 7
We’ve compiled detailed
recommendations for the SIH from
each individual stream, but several key
recommendations that emerged again
and again are highlighted below.

7
How
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Chaired by Envir Fraser (Convergence
Partners), this stream addressed
financial stability within the South
African Space Industry and how SANSA
can contribute to sustainable funding
by engaging the private equity and
venture capital sectors.
5

Chaired by Kamal Ramsingh (Geo
Intelligence Corp), this stream
examined public-private IP partnerships
and how the SIH might unlock years
of existing research and development
(R&D) from public sectors, and how it
could enhance and commercialise
state-owned IP.
6

Chaired by Thongwane Namane (SCS
Space), this stream aimed to define
the pan-African Agenda and to provide
clarity about the role of SANSA and
South Africa in the greater African
space context.
7

Key recommendations
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Don’t compete with the private sector; work together with South African
businesses so that the country as a whole can compete internationally

1

2

5

6

Publish a 10-year space plan detailing upcoming opportunities so that the entire
space sector can align to a common long-term vision

2

3

4

5

7

Outsource a percentage of SANSA’s services to private organisations to help
bolster public-private partnership and transform the industry, especially in the
area of EO data processing

2 4

Invest in business and space STEM education and training informed by industry
needs
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Showcase and market South African space technologies globally to help
businesses to become known

1

2
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Demonstrate South African industry credibility in the space sector by being
the first to buy and use new products from SMMEs and new entrants, and via
successful in-orbit missions

2

3

Leverage the country’s favourable geography for launching and tracking
satellites to attract global investors and grow SMMEs

3

7

Expand, upgrade and refurbish space infrastructure in South Africa and Africa

5

7

Contribute to the Space Technology Fund, which will be established by ZASPACE
to tap the commercial potential of research and development locked in public
sector institutions and academia

5

6

Build a national environmental testing facility for satellite components, and
other testing infrastructure for start-ups, so that businesses can establish
confidence in their products

1

6
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4
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Message from
ZASPACE chairman

“Our President’s confirmation that nearly R5
billion would be invested into the SIH was a
hallmark decision set to transform the face
of the space and geospatial sectors of our
country and continent forever!
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There have been many attempts to
resuscitate our globally-respected space
sector, but none have come at a more
appropriate time. I believe there are three key
reasons to be optimistic that the SIH will be a
resounding success for decades to come:
1. Our country has been blessed with a
President who is committed to leveraging
technology to improve the lives of all
Africans
2. The South African National Space Agency
(SANSA) is undergoing a transformation
under the guidance of a leadership team
committed to collaboration and co-creation
of globally-relevant solutions with industry
3. ZASPACE was timeously launched and
continues to grow and actively drive the
growth and transformation of the sector,
while striving to provide the single voice of
industry to the local and global community
Facilitating the industry consultations
presented here was both an honour and
a privilege for the ZASPACE team. I was
overwhelmed at the level of industry support
for these conversations, and extremely

humbled by the generosity of our industry
leaders who sacrificed their personal time
to participate in many virtual meetings. I
am especially grateful to the seven stream
leaders who volunteered their time to lead
the individual consultation streams - we could
not have accomplished this without you!
This is definitely a special time for our country
and our sector. Our post-pandemic reality has
cast a sharp focus on space assets and how
they can be leveraged at times of crisis (and
how unprepared we were, as a country, to do
so).
While the recommendations in this document
show the extent of the task before us, I
have no doubt that we have the passion and
commitment we need to get to work.
We look forward to the next steps of
executing the mandate of the Space
Infrastructure Hub (SIH) as a partnership
between SANSA and the industry.

“

Kamal Ramsingh
ZASPACE chairman

Message
from
SANSA
CEO

“Consultation with the space industry about

what it needs to grow and become sustainable
is at the heart of SANSA’s partnership with
industry body, ZASPACE.
We want a culture of co-creation to flourish
between industry players and the SIH so that
the government’s R4.47 billion investment
strengthens the space value chain to help
address South Africa’s socio-economic needs.
We want to work together with industry to
expand the value chain upstream, by plugging
into the global export market, as well as
downstream, by providing vital products and
services in the African market. So we value the
insights from our colleagues in the industry as
presented in this document, and will take it on
board as a first step to co-creating the thriving
local space sector we all want to see.

“

Valanathan Munsami
SANSA CEO

Build an industry,
not just a satellite
South Africa needs its own satellite in space to boost
business on the ground and to reduce our reliance
on international satellites. 
INTRO

1. How SANSA can boost local beneﬁciation
Trust the South
African private
space sector to
foster openness,
collaboration, and
innovation

1

Develop partnerships with
NGOs and NPOs that can use
space technologies to benefit
people and address socioeconomic challenges in South
Africa

Don’t compete with the private
sector; work together with South
African businesses so that the
country as a whole can compete
internationally

2

• Commission local businesses for
ongoing purchases of technologies
that can sustain those businesses if
they are able to provide the bestsuited materials

3

4

• Rather import for once-off
purchases to prevent local
business from expending time
and resources that will not lead to
sustainable growth

5
6

Combat exploitation by technology
capitalists due to a lack of a
regulatory third party between the
private sector and end users

7

If our people build it here, it will provide more
than secure, reliable and fast data; it could
transform the high-tech industry and the lives
of the people who work there.
We believe that the government should buy
from, invest in and educate local companies
that make satellite components. Partnerships
between private companies, government,
funders, NGOs and NPOs will develop the
infrastructure and skills to build satellites
locally. Then, we can export our components

and competences to the rest of the world
rather than importing as we currently do.
SANSA and the SIH can do more than build
South Africa’s own satellite; it can help
grow the local space industry’s entire value
chain and its beneficiation. The DSI, DTIC,
SANSA and ZASPACE should work together
to link role players and stakeholders for
meaningful participation.

12

• Support indigenous innovation

Diversify your own ranks in terms
of gender, youth and race; then
expand country wide

Develop partnerships
with existing budget
funders like the
Technology Innovation
Agency (TIA)

Invest in local supply chains that
go beyond space technology, like
welding, laser welding, surface plating,
3D-printing, heat treatments and wheel
balancing
• Build and give infrastructure to
companies that build components
• Build a national environmental
testing facility geared for component
construction
• Upskill component suppliers and
workers

Increase access to and planning for
funding and non-financial help for
incubator and internship programmes at
local companies and SMMEs
• Plan better for maximum benefits of
existing programmes

• Work with NPOs to create
more platforms for information
sharing and collaboration like
seminars, business breakfasts,
expos and Indabas

• Follow through on initiatives,
competitions, and challenges, and
deliver funding and awards promised
on time
16

3

Publish a comprehensive document clarifying
which components in the industry are lacking,
and which components are performing well,
so that the entire space sector can align to a
common long-term vision
9

Encourage government to assume
the role of a buyer and define its
requirements and budget

1
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6

2

13

7

10

Help to
showcase
South Africa’s
geospatial
readiness to the
world

4

Prioritise
vertical
integration
within the
private
sector

Build trust in the South African
government and our space sector
with foreign investors and venture
capitalists who may believe the risk
is high
Encourage education and
investment into local start-ups and
small businesses

5

8

11

• Focus on inclusion, scale and
growing export capability
• Invest in ventures that will turn a
profit for stakeholders, especially
immediate local ventures
• Help start-ups come up
with ideas using available
international data until the
private sector is geared and
mature to use local data
Help local businesses change direction
when needed in response to the global
market
Monitor and protect the constitutional
mandate of implementation by the DSI
and its entities
Chaired by

Victor Stephanopoli, Mzansi Sat

14

15

We need more export
success stories like Xinabox

2. How SANSA can help build export-ready sectors
Help new businesses become known and
build strong reputations
• Subsidise new businesses to attend
conferences like the International
Astronautical Congress (IAC)

Modular “xChips” made by South African company XinaBox
(pronounced “X-in-a-box”) are used, for instance, for rapid circuit
prototyping on the International Space Station, and for data
collection in Antarctica.
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Xinabox is an export success story: it
manufactures primarily in China due to quality
and cost benefits, and 95% of the chips it
produces are used in countries other than
South Africa. The company is registered
in Ireland because of the enabling and
flexible environment that country offers
for information technology and intellectual
property (IP). Facebook, Amazon and Google’s
parent company Alphabet are all registered in
Ireland for the same reason.
We believe that the government should look
to countries like Ireland for policy inspiration
in terms of registering IP and export rights.
Currently, processes in South Africa can be
inefficient and ambiguous - for example, it
took nine visits to our revenue service for
Xinabox to get an import-export license.
South Africa has a lot of untapped potential
for exporting space technologies, especially
in the areas of Earth Observation (EO) and

Below we recommend specific interventions
that would help position the South African
space industry for exports.

Priority 1:
In-orbit demonstration
missions are needed to gain
product and system heritage
– size range 20kg to 50kg

1

Link local businesses with a specialist international
shipping partner to reduce costs and make clearing
customs easier (many companies already use private
courier services rather than the South African postal
service, which is often unreliable and doesn’t provide
tracking)

2

Publish a 10-year space
plan detailing upcoming
opportunities so that
companies can gear their
resources and investments
towards exporting

Streamline import-export licencing
for current and future start-ups
• Support companies by
regulating policies and providing
infrastructure and standardised
support

• Create a scheme similar to the DTIC’s
Export Marketing and Investment
Assistance (EMIA) scheme to involve
industry in inward and outward trade
missions

• Place a SANSA representative on
the imports-exports board
5

• Provide technical support for local
companies using the DESA data cube
• Boost the DESA data cube’s security
to prevent valuable data losses due
to hacking or other cybercrimes

3

Sign, and provide seed funding, for bilateral agreements with other space
agencies, including in BRICS countries,
to use South African components for
certain missions
• Bi-lateral international space agency
agreements need to be backed by
Government seed funding to drive
industry-to-industry collaborations

• Provide general business
training, such as how to create
technology road maps and
business plans, and provide
marketing masterclasses
8

• Help government and the industry
build relationships with international
trade commissioners

6

• Place a SANSA representative
onto the MPC/National
Conventional Arms Control Act
(NCACC) technical review body
to ease export licencing of space
items
• Move SANSA out of the
Department of Science and
Innovation (DSI) and into the
Department of Trade, Industry
and Competition (DTIC), or even
directly under the Presidency,
since space is a cross-cutting
economic driver in a developing
country, rather than a scientific/
research driver
• The head of SANSA should
report at a ministerial level
• Act as the interface between the
space industry and parliament
to remove issues of trade
representation, logistics barriers
and communication challenges

Invest in business education and
training informed by industry
needs

9

• Provide training focussed on
exporting, such as CE marking,
RoHS, Reach, ISO9001, AS9100,
NAMAS standards

• SANSA should outsource
tasks to the private sector,
especially in the area of EO data
processing

• Subsidise the creation of an online
directory detailing South Africa’s
space capabilities to help businesses
connect with foreign clients

Ensure that SANSA’s cloud-based
computation platform for EO data,
the Digital Earth South Africa (DESA)
data cube, is openly accessible to local
companies

Don’t compete with the private
sector; work together with South
African businesses so that the
country as a whole can compete
internationally

7

• SANSA should turn existing
capabilities in EO and ground
segment into SMMEs where an
economic case can be made

• Subsidise the creation, printing and
distribution of a brochure detailing
South Africa’s space capabilities to
foreign embassies and consulates,
trade missions, and at global
conferences

component manufacturing. But the barriers
to entry are massive. EO data processing,
for instance, requires costly storage and
computation. And even if the infrastructure
is available, data downloads can be tricky,
and businesses generally don’t know
enough about how EO data might be useful
to them.
We would like clarity from SANSA as to
whether its goal with projects like the SIH
is to help break these barriers and develop
a sustainable private space sector, or to
generate sustainable business revenue for
SANSA. If the goal is to build the entire
sector, we believe SANSA and the SIH can
play a leading role in creating an enabling
environment for space technology exports
in South Africa.

4

Boost the uptake of EO data,
products and services by SMMEs
and local and international users
beyond government and the
scientific community
• Fund and support SMMEs to
make EO data and storage
cheaper and more accessible
• Provide EO data from
unmanned aircraft like drones
in combination with data from
space satellites to provide
higher resolution images that
may be more useful to nonacademic users
• Combine Global Information
Systems (GIS) and EO
capabilities in products
and services so that local
companies can target the much
larger global GIS market for
exports
• Subsidise companies that have
raw data processing as their
core competence to close the
large gap between raw and
processed EO data in South
Africa
Chaired by

James Barrington-Brown,
NewSpace Systems
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Be that first customer
New technology can be scary, so finding that first customer for
something people have never heard of or don’t understand is
a hurdle for businesses.
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If SANSA or the government could be the first
client for SMMEs and new entrants in the
space sector– the first to demonstrate a new
technology, other customers may follow. Users
would become familiar with the technology,
and the company would become known and
gain access to markets.

Below are our recommendations as to how
SANSA and the SIH can help to support and
grow SMMEs and new entrants in a way that
would expand the entire space value chain in
South Africa.

3. How SANSA can support SMMEs and new entrants
1

Be the first customer for SMMEs
and new entrants

Help SMMEs become known

2

Invest in business and space STEM
education and training informed
by industry needs

Opportunities for government to become a
space sector business’s first client already
exist, for instance, within the planned upgrade
of the Houwteq Satellite Testing Facility and
the expansion of South Africa’s satellite launch
and tracking infrastructure. In fact, since we
are the only landmass offering satellite launch
support and tracking infrastructure this far
south for about a third of the earth’s latitude,
our geographical advantage should draw
foreign investments for local space sector
businesses too.
And while we acknowledge that the private
sector should not rely on the government
to create sustainable businesses, we believe
the government can cultivate a favourable
environment in which businesses can thrive.

• An import-export support
desk to help companies who
want to export (or import)
with registrations, legal
requirements and logistics

5

3

Government would share and mitigate the
risk for businesses, while benefiting from new
local technology.

• Encourage government to
appoint a South African Space
Industry Trade Commissioner to
engage international players

• Help businesses define their
offerings

• Train people, perhaps through
hosted engagements by
ZASPACE

Leverage the country’s favourable
geography for launching and
tracking satellites to attract global
investors and grow SMMEs

Judi Sandrock,
Xinabox

• A venture capital community
for the space industry to link
investors to opportunities
• Leveraging the SIH to
conglomerate SMMEs and
industry stakeholders
8

• Allow international launcher
companies to set up and create
jobs in South Africa

Help SMMEs invest in the three
C’s, namely:

• Invite BRICS countries to make
use of our unique location

• Competence (people skills,
processes and technology)
6

Chaired by

7

Provide shared services that
would share costs and benefits
among SMMEs and new entrants.
Shared services could include:

• Embark on a joint global
marketing and awareness
campaign

• Engage educational institutions
to develop specific business
skills courses for this industry
and market

Define the roles of ZASPACE and
SANSA within the space sector
to eliminate overlap and unfair
competition

4

Publish a 10-year space plan
detailing upcoming opportunities
so that the entire space sector
can align to a common long-term
vision

• Capability (infrastructure,
logistics and an enabling
environment)
• Capacity (skilled founders
and employees, and access to
capital)

“When I grow
up, I want
to be a space
techie”
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Lawyer, doctor, policewoman.
Space researcher. Space Tech
Engineer.
What if our children saw space
careers as just as common and
tangible as traditional careers?
We believe that one way to transform the
space sector is to make space careers better
known. Transformation will drive inclusivity,
innovation, investment and collaboration
within the space sector, and with adjacent
sectors, ultimately leading to financial growth.
A thriving industry in turn allows for an even
more inclusive industry.
If we want to establish South Africa as the
space hub of the continent, the government
and the private sector must work together
towards a common space agenda that is
inclusive of diverse races, youth, women,
people with disabilities, and other
marginalised people.
We have the resources to drive change - below
are recommendations for SANSA to lead us in
this effort.

4. How SANSA and ZASPACE can encourage industry transformation
1

Invest in public engagement to create awareness and
attract youth

7

Outsource a percentage of SANSA’s services to private
organisations to help bolster public-private partnership
and transform the industry

• Establish a professional programme for industry
professionals to engage with schools, tertiary education
institutions and other students in the space sector

8

Align the space sector’s transformation goals and KPIs to
the perceived contribution space technology will make to
South Africa’s GDP

• Use mass communication and marketing media to create
demand for space technology by showing the general
population how it is used in their daily lives

9

• Help make space careers more tangible to young
children through “day-in-the-life” portrayals of
researchers, space tech engineers and other space tech
professionals

Increase access to and planning for funding and nonfinancial help for incubator and internship programmes at
local companies and SMMEs

• Use the potential for employment in the space sector as
a publicity point to inspire public support and interest

• Every organisation should pledge to expose a certain
number of interns to real-life work and industry
experience

• Invite ZASPACE to participate in the next SANSA
roadshow to demonstrate the partnership model with
SANSA to the public

• Government and the private sector should sponsor
stipends for interns in SMMEs
2

Invest in business and space STEM education and training
informed by industry needs
• Address disparity in education systems so that we begin
nurturing Black talent, which will one day be attracted
by the space industry, early on and at grassroots level

10

Publish a 10-year space plan detailing upcoming
opportunities so that the entire space sector can align to a
common long-term vision
• Clarify in which areas of skills development is needed
so that public-private partnerships can be fostered to
invest in training Black talent ahead of demand

• Include space knowledge in early learning and education
programmes to make South African households aware
of space technology’s potential and capabilities

• Help to rework regulatory and strategic frameworks to
give investors certainty for the long-term investments
needed for space

• Upskill the space industry across all demographics
3

Structure the industry around sustainable development
and climate change, since it is quicker to regulate new
developments for transformation if they are aligned with
sustainability

11

Include new entrants through vertical integration and
partnerships with bigger businesses

4

Set manageable transformation targets
5

Include linked sectors like agriculture, and their oftenexcluded subsections like small holder farmers, in industry
conversations
6

Include more SMMEs that are owned by black people,
youth, women and persons with disability in the supply
chain

Chaired By
Mothibi Ramusi, National Lotteries
Commission

Open a spaceport
to tickle investors
There are only 21 active spaceports in the world today, and nearly
all of them are in the northern hemisphere.
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Opening one here in South Africa would
give the country a sought-after international
resource, and it would create excitement,
attracting foreign investment and funding for
our space industry.
Right now there is no large-scale private sector
funding in the space industry. We believe this
is because public funding and incentives are
fragmented and complex, and because there
is no common national vision for the space
industry.
We believe SANSA and the SIH can help
attract foreign investment and funding

by refurbishing South Africa’s space
infrastructure, using satellites as productivity
tools to develop human capital in the space
sector, and drawing the attention of investors
and the international community to the
benefits of our space sector.
We have considered the views of venture
capitalists and the private equity sectors
to suggest ways SANSA could encourage
sustainable industry funding for growth.

5. How SANSA can help increase private sector funding
Support human capital development to
signal longevity and certainty for investors

1

• Fund educational programmes that build
foundational knowledge and generate
interest from the public
• Invest in a stand-alone space education
centre where the entire curriculum is
space-centred

Open a spaceport to generate
excitement and investment, and
to stimulate the industry

• Build relationships between academia
and industry to spark innovation and
collaboration
• Develop skills across the value chain,
from academia to manual labour

Contribute to the Space Technology Fund,
which will be established by ZASPACE to tap
into the commercial potential of research
and development locked in public sector
institutions and academia

Publish and fund a 10-year space
plan that will drive collaboration
between public, private and
civil society sectors towards a
common long-term vision

2

Refurbish other national critical
space infrastructure to generate
excitement and investment

Streamline incentives for the
private sector to make the most
of strong global alliances

Publish clear aims, requirements, timelines and local benefits like talent and
geographical advantages to attract international funders

3

4

5

Create job opportunities at
ground stations in rural areas
like the Karoo, and grow the
industry’s workforce
Improve the coordination of
funding and non-financial support
offered by government

Do not compete with the private
sector; rather enable commercial
opportunities and build the entire
industry’s capability

6

7

Chaired by

Envir Fraser,
Convergence Partners
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Put public cash in private starbursts
Over 40 missions in orbit are using the “attitude determination and control
system (ADCS)” supplied by South African start-up CubeSpace.
ADCS refers to the electronics,
software and algorithms used
by international businesses,
researchers and even NASA,
to automatically control the
orientation of their satellites in
space.
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CubeSpace is a public-private
intellectual property rights (IP)
triumph: in 2018 the company
officially spun out from
Stellenbosch University’s Innovus
division, which manages the
University’s IP.
Like any business, it worked
because the market was ready for
the product and it had the right
group of hard-working founders
who made good decisions. But it
also worked because the university
initially provided facilities and
resources, and because it achieved
a good balance of shareholding
between the university and the
founders.
The CubeSpace starburst is one
model for turning South African
innovation into viable business.
But decades worth of research
and development (R&D), including
designs and prototypes, are still
locked in public sector institutions
and academia right now, waiting
for a catalyst like the SIH to unlock
its value.
And that value is massive: ten
percent of IP value at universities

comes from company spinoffs, and
another ten percent comes from
licensing IP.
It is clear that the government
sees this value since it funds
research at universities. We are
calling on the government to
extend that funding relationship
by forming partnerships with
the businesses that spin out of
university research.
In general, a public-private
partnership looks like this: there
is a funding agency; a recipient
who owns the IP and has the
responsibility to commercialise it;
and a private entity that partners
with institutions that can share or
fully own the IP. With partnerships
structured this way, both the risks
and the benefits are shared.
So since the government would
share in the sales revenue
generated from the IP in such
a collaboration, it is easier to
justify the long-term spend at the
beginning. Plus, an added perk for
government is space diplomacy.
But if public and private sectors
continue to work in silos, neither
will sustainably create and profit
from IP. And, small businesses
won’t flourish because it is too
risky and costly to develop “the
first of something” through R&D,
building prototypes, testing the
product and cultivating a market.

We thus believe some of the
most sustainable things that the
government can do, through
SANSA, is to invest in technology
and to mandate public-private
IP partnerships - it is rare to see
innovation without a government
mandate to inspire it alongside the
profit incentive.
Government should fund that
first new item so that the risks of
developing it are mitigated for
businesses. It should also be the
first to buy and use the item so
that businesses can give global
clients confidence that it works.
Dividing risk, attracting investors,
and sparking collaboration
between industry players and
between industry and the market,
are all key to building win-win
public-private IP partnerships.
But, merely empowering SMMEs
with IP and research is not enough.
We need to create an ecosystem
that will support SMMEs and
the owners of the IP. This will
require working with established
businesses, leveraging the SANSA
global network, and optimising
state-run incentives for new
business.

6. How SANSA can enable public-private IP partnerships
Identify and mitigate financial,
technical and payment risks in
satellite engineering

1

• Link organisations doing R&D on
satellite systems with funding
partners

• Develop a clear and standardised
model for partnerships between
the private sector and research
and academic institutions, by
drawing on the successes and
failures of existing models from,
for example, the University of
Stellenbosch and Cape Peninsula
University of Technology

• Encourage government to be a
funding partner where there is a
strategic interest for government
• Mitigate market risk in a
government environment by
contributing to existing supply
chains
Develop a government mandate to
drive public-private partnerships
Invest in IP where there is a market
Invest in R&D continuously to ensure
that IP stays current
Act as a broker with a national
interest to distribute IP - the creator
of the IP should own it, but if the IP
is used internationally with consent,
the user could pay a small royalty
that can go back into the industry to
fund R&D

Lead discussions with DSI, National
Treasury, universities and other
stakeholders to create rules and
processes for IP
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Create testing infrastructure for
start-ups so that products can be
launched only once confidence in
their reliability has been established

7

Don’t compete with the private
sector; work together with South
African businesses to create
successful IP- and innovation-based
partnerships
Commercialise IP and research in
partnership with SMMEs, using the
same approach as the University
Technology Fund (UTF)
Fund “1-new-thing” - fund the first of
a certain item to be built, monetised
and scaled globally by the private
sector so that the difficulties in
creating that item are mitigated
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Involve end-users in product design
and testing to help cultivate a
market for the product by aligning to
what the market demands
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Contribute to the Space Technology
Fund, which will be established by
ZASPACE to tap the commercial
potential of research and
development locked in public sector
institutions and academia

Attract venture capital and
investment by presenting space
technology as a high risk-high return
option to diversify their investment
portfolios
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Do marketing to create demand for a
new product

Do market research to investigate
demand for a new product

15

Housing, food and internet
for Mars ...and Africa
If we can plan for human settlements on Mars we can solve housing
challenges in Africa.
If we can produce food on the Moon we can
create food security in Africa.
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If we can connect people in space to the internet
we can give billions of people on our continent
access to online education, employment and
financial services.
In fact, we believe Africa has a competitive
advantage when it comes to using
space technology to its full potential for
socioeconomic benefits on earth. Africa should
take part in further researching and developing
infrastructure created for space, like enhanced
communications, human health and life support
systems and remote energy solutions.

As a country and as a continent we need more
satellites in space, for instance offering EO
services to other nations - we can exploit the
fact that 68% of the global EO budget comes
from government interests.
But at the same time, we must mitigate the risk
of governments with constrained resources
being primary buyers for space products by
developing private markets in Africa to sustain
the industry.
As Africans in the space sector we must decide
what we want Africa to be known for, and how
we will enhance space competitiveness at home
and across the continent.

SANSA is respected across the continent and
can therefore lead the charge for indigenous
space technology. And it begins with STEM
education in Africa that incorporates indigenous
space knowledge in African languages within
curriculums. For example, our natural satellite,
the moon, and objects visible with the naked eye
like Mars, have their own African names, so we
can make the connection between technology
for life there and technology for life here.

Below are our recommendations, as guided by
the efforts of the Presidential Commission on
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (PC4IR), and the
six objectives stated in the African Union (AU)
African Space Strategy document (addressing
user needs, accessing space services, developing
the regional market, adopting good governance
and management, coordinating the African
space arena, and promoting intra-Africa and
other international co-operation).

We can also then make the link between
star constellations and man-made satellite
constellations that provide services and
immense benefits to humanity.

Note: As most participants of this stream were
from the South African space industry, we
recommend wider stakeholder engagement
across government, academia, inter-governmental
organisations, and private and commercial sectors
for deeper contextual insights.

It should be common knowledge that every
satellite or constellation of satellites is
incredibly valuable to government and industry.

7. How SANSA can lead the pan-African space agenda
Publish a 10-year space plan for South Africa detailing
opportunities for private sector collaboration in line with
point 10 of the AU Agenda for 2063 regarding how space
can be used to advance African economies and society
Publish technology roadmaps for commercialising IP in
the space sector across Africa
Define a clear partnership agreement between
government, SANSA, ZASPACE and other upstream and
downstream stakeholders
Use forums like The African Space Leadership Conference
to build relationships in other African countries, especially
Nigeria, Ghana, Rwanda, Kenya, and Egypt, which offer
large markets
Set up sustainable ground infrastructure across Africa
according to a co-location model whereby ground
stations also offer other services, thus boosting funding,
collaboration and infrastructure longevity
Collaborate on space exploration projects that develop
human capacity and could advance African space
programmes, such as the Egyptian Space Agency’s
planned astronaut launch with NASA
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Promote indigenous space knowledge and technology
and indigenous STEM education across Africa
Showcase successful space projects to demonstrate South
Africa’s credibility, leadership on the continent and choice
locations for foreign projects
Develop African markets by demonstrating the benefits
of space technology for the continent (see Stream 4 and
Stream 7 recommendations)
Host more constellations so that South Africa can provide
products and services to other nations
Explore opportunities to implement the SADC industrial
development and infrastructure plans
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Explore opportunities within the Africa Free Trade
Agreement to boost intra-African trade

6

Fund intra- and pan-African projects and programmes for
cooperation, drawing on case studies like the Regional
African Satellite Communication Organisation
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How ZASPACE
will support SANSA
Based on our consultations with industry, ZASPACE has initiated three programmes that will begin addressing the needs of
our industry constituents, and ultimately promote long-term sustainability of the sector in partnership with SANSA.
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We will establish the Space Technology Fund
The Space Technology Fund (STF) was conceived based on inputs from industry that there is
an immense and largely untapped commercial potential vested in the research and academic
institutions of our country.
While guidelines and legislation appear to be in place for the commercialisation of research
outputs, success stories are few and far between, particularly when it comes to partnerships with
the private sector.
ZASPACE believes this is a massive opportunity for our country to re-establish itself as a global
leader in space-led or space-enabled innovation. We also believe that the STF can and should be
used to stimulate new entrants into the sector.
Our vision is for the STF to be a commercially-established investment fund that will be supported
by public and private sector financial resources, including contributions from the SIH. It will be
independently run, and will provide various types and levels of funding to support commercialisation.
We have already established a working and advisory committee for the STF, which is led by
ZASPACE chairperson Kamal Ramsingh. We will announce more details to the industry soon.

2

3

We will launch the African
Partnership Programme

We will regularly communicate
the “State of the (Space) Nation”

Our industry expects both ZASPACE and SANSA to
support and promote the African market.

During our industry consultations we identified a significant
information gap regarding SANSA’s role and objectives in
the space sector, as well as a perception that SANSA is a
competitor.

Our innovation events already support pan-African
participation and the formal SANSA mandate
includes the African continent as its area of
interest. SANSA has executed against this mandate
by entering into several collaboration MoU’s with
other African space agencies.
It is therefore necessary that the SIH industry
conversation be extended to include the rest of
Africa. In support of this, ZASPACE has defined
and will soon launch the African Partnership
Programme, led by Ms Thongwane Namane,
Director at SCS Aerospace Group. More details will
be made available to the industry soon.

We believe that effective communication will be key to a
constructive partnership between SANSA and industry,
which is necessary for the success of our country. That is
why we will be facilitating “State of the (Space) Nation”
(SO(S)NA) communication sessions for broad updates and
interactions between SANSA and industry.
At first, the SO(S)NAs will focus on the SIH, but later the
forum could even be used to share information on broader
government incentives and support plans for the sector.
Our schedule of SO(S)NAs will be announced soon.
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